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Compulocks VESA Portable Floor Stand Black

Brand : Compulocks Product code: 147B

Product name : VESA Portable Floor Stand Black

- 100mm x 100mm VESA Compatible Mount
- Can be set in landscape or portrait mode
- 45 degree viewing angle
- Wire management through base
Adjustable Height VESA Mount Security Floor Stand Black- 45 degree display Floor Stand

Compulocks VESA Portable Floor Stand Black:

Quick Overview
Compulocks Floor Stand is an Adjustable Height Floor Stand making it a good display solution for most
display environments.

Our Adjustable stand can be set to various heights: 39" - 45" / 100cm - 115cm and the mount allows the
enclosure to be set in either portrait or landscape mode. Designed for maximum stability with a heavy
steel base that provides cable management through the stand itself. Below the enclosure is a small
storage area to hold the charging unit. This feature provides a secure solution to prevent the power cube
from theft.
Compulocks VESA Portable Floor Stand Black. Mobile device type: Tablet/UMPC, Type: Active holder,
Proper use: Indoor, Product colour: Black

 

Design

Type * Active holder
Mobile device type * Tablet/UMPC
Proper use * Indoor
Material * Steel
Device mount type * Clamp mount
Product colour * Black

Multimedia

Built-in speaker(s)

Ergonomics

Height adjustment

Other features

Mounting kit
Mounting type Floor

Suitable for Healthcare / POS / Retail /
Hospitality / Exhibitions
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